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Interviewer: My name is Tonya Evans.  It’s April 25th at 4:40 p.m.  I’m interviewing Lee 

Henderson.  Lee, are you aware that we are recording on tape? 

Veteran: Yes. 

 

Interviewer: Why did you decide to join the service? 

Veteran: In 1948, I went into the National Guard in the 44th Artillery, and in 1950 was at 

Fort Sills, Oklahoma, when the Korean War started on June 25th.  The Army told 

the National Guard outfits that they were going to activate the National Guard, 

and we were going to go to Korea.  I hadn’t had no training, because I was a cook 

in the National Guard, so I came on back to Texas and joined the Marine Corps 

on July 31, 1950. 

 

Interviewer: What was your highest rank? 

Veteran: I made buck sergeant in May of 1954—my highest rank. 

 

Interviewer: What does that mean? 

Veteran: I was in a security station, and they have evaluations, and after you’re evaluated 

they give you the rank if you rate the rank.  The Marine Corps didn’t have tests 

like the Navy does, where you’ve got a buck for the different ranks.  They go on 

what you’re capable of doing. 

 

Interviewer: Did you enjoy being able to see so many places? 

Veteran: Well, I’ve been around the world.  Besides going to Korea, I’ve been in Japan, 

South and North Korea, and then when I went in the 2nd Marine Division, I went 

to Europe on a Mediterranean cruise, and I saw Milagros, Spain, the French 
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Riviera, all up and down the Italian coast, Athens, Greece, Istanbul, Turkey, and 

then on the Mediterranean side I saw Iran and North Africa, Crete, and all these 

other areas over there.  Good vacation and all free. 

 

Interviewer: What impression do you have about America’s ability to maintain the freedom 

and protect the people then and now? 

Veteran: In the military, you’re trained to protect American interests.  That’s why we were 

on the Med. cruise—to protect America’s interest in embassy duty.  The Army is 

set up different than the Marine Corps.  The Marine Corps is a mobile outfit that 

is always on the go, and they always keep the Marines in the Mediterranean for 

that as security.  I found that they really trained you good, because we didn’t lose 

as many lives during the wars that we went into because of the military combat 

training we had.  Some people are going to get wounded and some people are 

going to get killed, but in Korea the Army learned from the Marines that if you 

stick together as a group you can fight as a group, and we don’t have any 

abandoned positions.  You fight your way in, and you fight your way out.  From 

boot camp on up, they teach you how to work as a team.  It’s all team work, from 

your fire team all the way up to your divisions. 

 

{Tape paused, then restarted.} 

Interviewer: OK.  Wherever you want to start. 

Veteran: The Korean War started on June 25, 1950, and the reason was the North Koreans 

wanted the South Koreans to go into the agricultural and the mining, because 

further north they couldn’t have all this, so they invaded on the 25th of June and 

pushed the South Koreans all the way back down to the 38th Parallel, all the way 

back to what they call the Pusan Perimeter.  When they got there, the Army sent 

troops from Japan, which was not equipped to fight as much as they should have 

been because it was an occupation.  When they got to Korea, they set up around 

the Pusan Perimeter, and the 1st Marine Brigade went over to support the Army.  

Then MacArthur decided to make a landing at Inchon and come up through Seoul 

and take Seoul back from the North Koreans.  They made the Inchon landing and 

went up through Seoul, and the Army broke out of Puson and went back up to the 

38th Parallel, and then met up with the 7th Division and the 1st Marine Division, 
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where they went up past the 38th and drove the Chinese further north.  

Meanwhile, the Marines pulled out of Inchon, went around the tip of Korea, and 

went up into Wonson.  They left Wonson after they went ashore, and went up to 

what they called the Chosen Reservoir, which is a big reservoir up in North 

Korea, and was a hydroelectric plant.  Well, the Chinese told MacArthur if he 

crossed into North Korea they would invade with their troops, so in November 

1950, they had about 225,000 Chinese hit the 8th Army west of where the Marines 

were, and they had 125,000 Chinese hit the Marines at the Chosen.  The Marines 

had 16,000 people there, so the ratio was about ten to one.  The Marines had to 

pull out, so they had to fight back down the road and go back to what they called 

Hong Ham, and they brought 100,000 North Koreans with them because they 

didn’t want to live under the communist rule anymore.  They brought them back 

aboard ship and brought them south.  The 8th Army, on the other side of the 

mountains, fought their way back past Seoul and set up again, and that’s where I 

entered the war, when we started the offensive in 1951.  In 1951, we started what 

they called Operation Killer.  We started back up from the south to the north, and 

got up to where the 38th Parallel was, and the Chinese started their sixth Chinese 

offensive, which they sent 250,000 men against the line.  Well, the line broke 

with that many Chinese.  We picked up our wounded—we picked up our dead—

we picked up our equipment, we had to pull out, but the Chinese just left people 

laying there.  They didn’t care, they had so many troops.  So, we finally got up to 

the Wahchan(?) Reservoir when they hit us and they broke, so we had to pull 

back, tie in with the British commando marines and stop ‘em there, and then we 

started pushing back up again.  We got up past the Wahchan Reservoir, and they 

hit us again on the sixth Chinese offensive in May.  Before then, MacArthur 

wanted to use the atomic bomb over there, and he was arguing with Truman.  I 

guess you’ve heard the thing about Truman firing MacArthur.  MacArthur 

wanted to use the atomic bomb to seal off China so they couldn’t bring any troops 

in there, but it was against our policy to use the A-bomb, so they didn’t use it, and 

the Chinese came across the border into North Korea.  After that, he fired 

MacArthur and some other commanders took over—I think Ridgeway and Clark 

and some others took over our operations.  Being in the Marines, we didn’t 

operate like the Army did over there.  We had our own outfit, and they put us into 
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certain areas, and that’s what we protected, and we just went up further north.  

We got up past the Wahchan Reservoir and were up by the Punch Bowl, and in 

July they told us they were gonna talk peace.  The Russians sent an envoy to the 

U.N. saying they wanted to talk peace, and they wanted the Chinese and the 

North Koreans to talk peace with them, so we stopped the offensive and dug in.  

So, they talked peace for two years until the 27th of July 1953, and that’s when 

the war was in armistice.  It’s not over—it’s still there, just like World War I.  

You remember, they signed an armistice.  You remember Armistice Day?  They 

call it Veterans Day now, but when I was growing up they called it Armistice 

Day, and so we’ve got the same situation there now as we did in World War I.  

The war’s not over, they’re just not fighting anymore.  So, that’s a brief recap of 

what happened over there.  We lost 54,246 men in Korea in three years.  They 

lost 57,479 men in Vietnam in eleven years, so we had more combat—more 

losses in three years if you figure it year by year than they had in Vietnam.  The 

reason we had the advantage is that we had air superiority.  Korea is a peninsula.  

It’s 480 miles long and 280 miles wide—about the size of Utah, if you look at 

one of our state maps.  All of Korea is that size, so you can imagine how big 

Vietnam and other places we fought were, but we had them boxed in more in 

Korea.  We had the sea and we had the air, so they had to come across on ground 

to do their only fighting.  The problem there was they couldn’t bring supplies in 

because our air superiority would tear up the roads and the railroads and their 

tunnels, so they couldn’t bring supplies down like they wanted to.  Like the Ho 

Chi Minh Trail that we never destroyed over there.  We destroyed everything in 

North Korea—what they call a scorched earth.  If we had to pull out, we just 

burned everything.  Don’t leave ‘em nothing.  That’s what they did in the Civil 

War, if you remember.  Like the burning of Atlanta, Sherman scorched the earth.  

We kept the North Koreans and the Chinese from having any equipment of ours, 

because if we couldn’t use it, we destroyed it.  Like machine guns.  When I was 

in, we had what they called a thermite grenade, and you could sit it right there on 

the block of the gun, pull the pin, and it would melt.  You could put it on a mortar 

block, you could put it on an artillery piece, you could put it on a mortar tube, 

anything that you wanted to melt, you could melt it with a thermite grenade, so 

we didn’t leave nothing for them.   
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 I was a PFC when I was in Korea, and made corporal when I came back to 

headquarters at Henderson Hall in Washington D.C.  Archibald Henderson was 

the commandant of the Marine Corps at one time, and so everybody thought I 

was related to Archibald Henderson, but I don’t think so.  Korea was cold in the 

winter, and it was hot in the summer.  You just couldn’t get used to the cold.  The 

first winter we had there, they got frostbite.  There was more people in the V.A. 

hospitals with frostbite fifty years later.  I went to a dinner the other night with a 

gentlemen that was in the 1st Marine Division in Korea, but he was also with 

Marines on Okinawa, and he got frostbite in Korea.  When he goes to sleep at 

night in the summertime he has to put socks on.  A lot of people have spasms and 

dreams about the war, but I never did.  I didn’t see that kind of heavy combat that 

they had.  From September to December, they really had some heavy fighting.  

Ours was just sporadic except when we were on the offensive.  When I got over 

there, they gave us better gear, better gloves in the wintertime, better sleeping 

bags, better parkas, so we didn’t get frostbite like they did.  Do you know about 

frostbite?  Your fingers get numb, and they turn black, and then you have to 

amputate.  Your feet are the same way.  It was between thirty and forty below 

zero in December of 1950.  I had a better winter than they had, because we were 

in bunkers.  On September 15th of 1951, they started using helicopters to take us 

up on the line and bring us off of the line, so we had a lot more supplies brought 

in this way, and we had better gear and food, and we had everything better.  We 

had hot food about every third day, because all of our positions were on the 

forward slope, and on the back slope the officers and people stayed there, and 

that’s where the kitchen was, and they would cook and feed us, but just about 

every three days we’d get a hot meal. 

 

Interviewer: Every three days?  What did ya’ll eat in between? 

Veteran: We just sat there.  It snowed eighteen inches Christmas Day.  How would you 

like to see eighteen inches in Houston?  If you stepped off the trail and got in that 

soft snow, it would go up to your waist, because you didn’t have snow shoes, so 

you had to be careful where you stepped.  One thing I learned about in Korea was 

mines.  In the summertime and in fall before wintertime came, they had what they 
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called shoe mines, about this big, and made of plastic, and all it would do is blow 

off your foot.  No shrapnel if you stepped on it and activated it—it would just 

maim you.  We saw a Korean wireman walking down the trail, and he stepped off 

to hang some wire on a branch and stepped on one of those mines.  I mean, he 

was screaming bloody-murder, and our corpsman came up there and put a 

tourniquet on his foot, but he lost part of his foot, and from that day on I was 

more scared of mines than I was worried about being shot or shrapnel, because 

they planted them everywhere, and you never knew where they were.  If you ever 

see a map of Korea, it’s bent up like this and has barbwire on both sides, and 

there are more mines in that little area to keep North Korea from South Korea, 

than there is anywhere else in the world, and there’s no way to clear them.  If 

guys go in there with mine sweepers, somebody’s gonna see you and shoot you 

for doing it.  They’ve been there for fifty years—ever since 1953.  They talk 

about MASH.  The 4077th MASH was a joke.  It wasn’t anything like Korea.  The 

MASH people we knew in our outfit worked all day and all night, and would just 

fall into their bunks to get sleep.  They didn’t have them big parties like you saw, 

and they didn’t go around chasing women like you saw on TV, because they were 

too tired.  They had so many wounded coming through.  There wasn’t a 4077th 

unit there either.  There was about eight different MASH units in Korea, and 

everyone of them would do their job.  And they didn’t move around as much after 

1951, because they pretty much stayed in their areas.  They flew the helicopters 

in with the people or brought them in by ambulance, and then shipped them on 

down the line to Japan, and then brought them back to the United States.  Those 

people over in Iraq, when they got hit, they put them on an airplane and took 

them to Germany and right back here to the United States.  They didn’t do that in 

Korea fifty years ago, because you stayed in Korea unless you were seriously 

injured like the ones that just got captured in Iraq.  The helicopters saved a lot of 

people over there.  Also, we were integrated with the blacks over there, and it 

didn’t bother me one bit.  We had black corpsmen in the Navy, and we didn’t 

think nothing about it.  What are you gonna do about it?  You’re in a foreign 

country, and everybody’s the same.  When I went to work at Arco in Texas, we 

had six-man shifts, and I had three blacks and three whites on my shift, so I could 

get along with everybody.  After the Korean action, I returned to Arco.   
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Interviewer: What other experiences did you have over there? 

Veteran: {Veteran walks away from microphone to get an item and returns.}  This is the 

message the Marine Corps sent to my parents in 1951.  Pat Flaherty was with 

Channel 2 in Houston, and they read this over the news, and Ms. Flaherty called 

my mother.  They got hold of the Marine Corps recruiting office in Houston, and 

they sent this paperwork to my mother.  They said I was a corporal, but I was a 

PFC.  I only got hit this one time, and that was with a piece of shrapnel in the 

wintertime, and I had lots of clothes on.  Puny Wilson, was a BAR man 

(Browning Automatic Rifleman), was on our flank covering our dead space, and 

that’s where we couldn’t reach with our machine guns.  Puny Wilson was 

standing out there at night and heard something, and he starts throwing grenades.  

We didn’t fire our weapons at night, because the flash would give away our 

positions.  So he threw five grenades as fast as he could pull the pins and throw 

them.  The grenade has a four second fuse on it, so when those four seconds pass, 

it’ll go off.  I heard the first grenade go off, then stood up in the gun pit to see 

what was going on out there, and the second grenade down below went off.  A 

piece of shrapnel hit me right here in the chest, and I fell back in the gun pit.  

Man, I’m tearing through my clothes, and I’m getting down to bare skin, and 

nothing.  It didn’t even penetrate my parka.  I had a brother-in-law that was in 

Germany with Patton, and he told me if when I went to Korea, “If it ever hits the 

fan, you keep your head down.  Don’t get curious and stick your head over a gun 

pit or whatever you’re in to see what’s going on, because that’s how you get 

killed.”  I could see him standing right over me saying, “I told you to keep your 

head down!”  But that wasn’t about this one—that was about the mortar shell.  It 

didn’t go off.  If it had, I wouldn’t be here right now.  It just hit flat when it hit 

that tree, and it was an 82 mortar shell.  I’m lucky.  Like I said, I never got hit in 

combat.  You’ve gotta be careful in combat and know who your friends are.  We 

had some deals from different schools, and they asked, “What do you do with a 

new man on line?”  We would be sitting there, and I’d tell this guy, “I’m getting 

ready to go off and sleep for three hours.”  We had three on and three off 

watches.  We watched from six to nine, nine to twelve, twelve to three, and three 

to six.  You just slept in breaks.  So we got a new man named Red Byrd from 
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California, and I mean he was gung-ho.  He liked to walk around with a bayonet 

on his carbine.  So I asked Red Byrd one night, “You gonna stay awake for the 

next three hours?”  “Oh, yeah, yeah.”  I said, “See that bush down there?  I 

thought I saw something move awhile ago, so you’d better watch it.”  He watched 

that bush for three straight hours.  He might even throw one or two grenades at 

that bush thinking there’s somebody behind it, but he ain’t gonna go to sleep on 

you, because you don’t want anybody sleepin’ on watch.  That’s forbidden.  I’ve 

thrown as many as thirty-seven grenades in one night, because it keeps people 

awake.  If you hear something, you challenge it.  If you don’t hear no challenge, 

it might just be a deer, because they had some real small deer in Korea.  One day 

we were up on line there, and this lieutenant came by and said, “How many 

grenades do ya’ll have in this position?”  Our sergeant meant to say “six cases,” 

but he said, “six.”  “Well, you’ll need more than that,” so he went over to the 

supply dump and bought cases of grenades.  There’s twenty-four grenades in a 

case, so we had about ten or twelve cases, so we had plenty of grenades for 

throwing rather than firing our weapons.  We only had two people get killed in 

combat while I was in the squad.  We had a gunner get killed up on 610.  He was 

a big old lanky boy from, I think, Tennessee, and he got hit by friendly fire from 

behind us, so, we had to get him off the hill.  Then we had another one on January 

10th.  They told us to go clean up our C-ration boxes down the hill, so we were 

down there picking up our trash, and the enemy on the other hill saw us and fired 

some mortars.  One of those, like that 82 mortar, hit behind him.  His name was 

John Vandeto(?); he was the lover in our outfit.  He had more girls writing to him 

than you could shake two sticks at.  He was killed in action, but like I said we 

didn’t have too many casualties.  Further west, where they had all the outposts, 

they took a lot of casualties, but I was on the east side up in the hills at the Trebek 

Mountains, so we didn’t have that many casualties.  I didn’t have to go on patrols, 

because I was a machine gunner, so I stayed up on the hill to give them cover in 

fire when they needed it.   

 

Interviewer: So you hit people from far away.  You didn’t really have to come into close 

contact with them? 
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Veteran: It wasn’t like banzai charges, because we were on hills like 812, 1051, 1320, and 

they’re high.  They’re way down there, and you’re way up here.  It’d take them 

two days to climb that hill to get to you, and they can’t charge up a hill, so our 

combat wasn’t hand-to-hand like it was in the first part of the war.  I was listening 

to CNN, and one lady said a Marine in Iraq went into a house and there was this 

Iraqi with an AK-47.  Before the Marine could realize that he was there, he stuck 

him with his bayonet before he could shoot at the Marine, and that woman said, 

“You can’t do that!”  I thought, if you’re in combat you’ll do anything to save 

your life.  I never had to use a bayonet like that, though.  We had them issued, but 

we always kept them in our scabbard.  I had a carbine with a thirty-round clip 

with a selector switch on it.  It was fully semi-automatic, and didn’t fire it more 

than three or four times the whole time we were in combat.  The infantry, which 

is your fire team, they seen a lot more combat, because they would be taking the 

bridges and hills, and we would be giving support firing from one ridge to the 

other, and we’d shoot above their heads to keep the enemy down.  Or we had air 

support coming down firing 4.5 rockets or 50 caliber machine guns on Corsairs, 

F-51s and 84 Sky-Raiders.  They would keep the enemy down while they took 

the ridges.  I felt pretty lucky being the light machine gun station, because I 

wasn’t subject to getting killed as much. 

 

Interviewer: Ya’ll would be on one hill giving support, and then once they would move 

forward ya’ll would move forward to another hill? 

Veteran: We had six guns.  Three would be firing, and then we’d move up and then these 

three would be set up.  As we took the ridges and the hills, we just leap-frogged 

the guns.  Same way with the mortars.   

 

Interviewer: How long did it take ya’ll to get from one side to the other? 

Veteran: You’re climbing hills in the rain and the snow, and you’d slip and slide while you 

were carrying ammo.  I carried a thousand rounds of ammo, which weighed 

eighty pounds—I was an ammo carrier.  It just takes awhile to walk up and get 

your gun in a good position and get your gun into action.  We’d bring the ammo 

up to the gun so they’d have extra ammo there.  Each man carried a thousand 

rounds, so that’s five thousand rounds of ammo, plus we had what they called the 
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Korean Service Corps.  They would carry extra food, water, ammo, first aid 

supplies.  They would be behind us and would keep us supplied, or we’d get air 

drops from the flying boxcars, if we go so far up that the Korean Service Corps to 

help.  It was made of men that were too old or not fit for combat, and they put 

them in these work camps.  They might have fifty to a hundred carrying stuff up 

the hill for you.  {END OF SIDE A}   

 {SIDE B BEGINS}  The Koreans had what they called an A-frame, which was a 

wooden frame that they could carry supplies on, and they would more supplies 

than we could with our packs.  We were never overrun, and we were always on 

the offensive.  We had good air superiority.  We’d go back in reserve for rest and 

recuperation.  We called it R&R.  In the Army, if they call it R&R, they go to 

Japan.  We’d get back to Camp Tripoli, and they had movie theaters and a river 

there where you could go swimming and wash your clothes.  We had women over 

there that would wash our clothes, and you could pay them with a pack of 

Chesterfields cigarettes.  The Marine Corps never left Korea.  You’d have to get a 

Silver Star to get out of Korea for an R&R.  We got off the line and stayed a 

distance far enough back that if anything hit the fan, we could pull back on the 

line in a hurry.  Plus we kept all our ammunition with us, where the Army put 

their ammo in ammo dumps, but not the Marines.  I had a full box of ammo under 

my bunk at all times, I had my carbine, about six clips, and a half dozen grenades, 

including some thermite grenades if we needed it, smoke grenades with white 

phosphorus. 

 

Interviewer: You were there for a year and a half? 

Veteran: A year and five days.  We’d have about twenty days on the line and then twenty 

days off the line—when we could, but sometimes you couldn’t do it that way.  

Another thing about the Army was they had a point system.  I went over with the 

fifth draft, and I got relieved by the seventeenth draft.  When I got home, we 

pulled into San Francisco at Treasure Island.  We had no Navy band there or 

anybody meeting us at the dock, but we had one group there.  Every March, I 

remember who they are—Girl Scouts selling cookies, and we couldn’t buy 

cookies, because we still had American script. We didn’t have American money 

so we couldn’t by their cookies, but every time I go to Wal-Mart or K-Mart and I 
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see these girls out there and say, “I remember you in 1952 when I landed at 

Treasure Island.”  A lot of guys said they had Hollywood actresses and a Navy 

band, but by the time we came in the war was nearly over, so people just didn’t 

give a durn about the Korean War, except the families.  I stayed there longer than 

most people in Treasure Island, and I couldn’t figure out why, and then I got 

orders that I was going to headquarter in the Marine Corps at the Pentagon main 

Navy building.  The F.B.I. and the Houston Police Department checked with 

everybody in Houston to see if I had a criminal record, but I didn’t.  You’d be 

surprised at how fast they can find out who you are just by pulling your 

fingerprints.  I finally got my orders to go to Henderson Hall.  After I served 

there, I did my Med. cruise.  After I came back I put in for Corpus Christi Naval 

Air Station in Marine security.  I got my orders that said Naval Security Station, 

Washington, D.C.  That was from February to July, when I got discharged, so 

went back up there and pulled security until I was discharged.  One reason I got 

into the Marine Corps, I went down to join the Navy and went to the naval 

hospital, what’s now the V. A. Hospital, and they examined me.  They said I was 

too much underweight (I weighed 120 pounds), so I went down to join the Marine 

Corps.  Went down to the same doctor at the old naval hospital, he examined me 

and said they’d put weight on me.  When I got to Korea, I was able to carry the 

80 pound ammo pack!  When I got out of the Marine Corps, I weighed 140 

pounds.  Now I weigh 174.  After being married 48 years, my wife did put some 

weight on me. 

 

Interviewer: Is there anything else you’d like to add to this interview. 

Veteran: One thing about the Chinese, they were a lot better to our prisoners than the 

North Koreans.  Some of them would even send you on back south once they 

took your gun away from you.  They wouldn’t do anything to you—that 

happened to the 8th Army.   

 

Interviewer: Do you keep in touch with any of your friends from the war? 

Veteran: “Charlie One Five” is a newsletter that we get every month, and it is from the 

whole Korean War.  If anything happens to anyone, they let you know when the 

newsletter comes out once a month.  I sent a clipping in about Puny Wilson to 
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find out whatever happened to him, and so they asked in the newsletter if 

anybody knew what became of him.  No one ever responded.  He was a big six 

foot eight kid from Farmersville, Texas.  He might have passed away by now.  

Each company has its own newsletter, and some of us have kept in touch with 

each other. 

 

Interviewer: Did you have any other family in the service? 

Veteran: I had a brother-in-law that was with Patton in Germany, and I had another 

brother-in-law that was a corpsman in the Navy down in San Diego.  He never 

got overseas.  I have three sons, and none of them went in the service.  They were 

in high school when Vietnam was going on. 

 

Interviewer: Did you ever use the G.I. Bill? 

Veteran: Not for my education, but I did to buy a house.  I didn’t have time to go to school, 

because I went to work for the chemical company after the service, got married, 

and had five kids.  I’m 73 now, so I won’t be going to school.  I’ve done speaking 

at Baytown Lee High School, and take a grenade with me that will pop caps.  It’s 

just like a cap gun and I put three or four caps in there and cock it with a pin in it.  

I explain to the kids about how I used grenades rather than firing a weapon at 

night time.  Then I’ll pull the pin out and let the caps pop, and those kids will 

nearly jump out of their chairs.  I also used it in Tomball. 

 

Interviewer: You’ve talked about the food you ate in Korea.  Do you think the troops today get 

all those packages with food in them? 

Veteran: They have what’s called M.R.E. meals, which are different than we had.  That’s 

Meals Ready to Eat, and they have chemicals they can put in it that heats it up in 

the bag right away.  We had to build a fire or eat it cold, and if it was wintertime, 

you couldn’t eat it cold, because it would be frozen. 

 

Interviewer: How would ya’ll warm it?  Did you have to build a fire? 

Veteran: In C-rations, they a little tab called a heat tab.  You put it your canteen cup, which 

had a handle on it, and you’d take your metal spoon and stir it until you could eat 

it, and then you’d wash it out.  During the Chosen Reservoir, they had what they 
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called Small Tootsie Rolls, which were 60 mortars and Large Tootsie Rolls, 

which were 81 mortars.  They got short of rounds, so they radioed back to Japan 

that we need some Small Tootsie Rolls and some Large Tootsie Rolls.  The clerk 

that got this message didn’t realize that they were asking for ammo, so guess 

what they got in the next air drop?  Cases of large Tootsie Rolls and cases of 

small Tootsie Rolls.  Now, how’d you like to try to kill a Chinese by hitting him 

in the head with a frozen Tootsie Roll?  But that saved our life, because we could 

put them in our mouth and let it melt and give us strength, and we could keep on 

going until we got back to the coast.  For seventeen days they did that.  No sleep 

every night, because the Chinese would fight at night, and we would try to move 

out in the daytime.  That’s actually in the history books about the Chosen Few 

with the Tootsie Rolls.   

 

Interviewer: Did the food go bad in the summer when it was so hot? 

Veteran: No, because the food is in cans and is prepared for all temperatures except below 

zero.  You don’t have any water, and all you have is snow, so you’ve got to use 

the snow to make coffee or hot chocolate.  I had an advantage, because my 

parents sent me boxes of food over there.  At Thanksgiving and Christmas, she 

sent fruitcake, and I mean we had some good eating over there.   

 

 When I went to work at Arco Chemical, they asked me if I ever wanted to go 

back over to Korea, and I said I’d been over there and seen it, and I didn’t want to 

go back.  When I got out of Korea, I said I’d never been cold again.  The Koreans 

in Houston treat the Korean War veterans real good.  They have big banquets for 

us, they give us awards, and do everything for us because they’re so grateful—

especially the older ones.  The young ones don’t know anything about the war 

except what their parents tell them.   

 

 I’ve been speaking about my war experiences at churches and schools since 1996, 

and I hope I can continue if my health holds up. 

 

{END OF TAPE—END OF INTERVIEW} 


